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The concept of “ship operator” widely exists in relevant international 
conventions. China Maritime Code also introduces this concept, however, it doesn’t 
define the specific meaning of “ship operator”. As the ship operator relates to the 
identification of subject of maritime legal relationship, and refers to the performance 
of legal liability, in the academia and in the judicial practice there are different 
opinions on  the identification of the ship operator. In 2010, China’s Supreme 
People’s Court issued The Interpretation of Supreme People’s Court on Trying 
Disputes Concerning Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claim (thereinafter refer to 
as the Interpretation). The Interpretation has clearly defined ship operator under the 
Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claim. In order to systematically understand the 
legal subject status of ship operator, this thesis will trace back to the origin and 
development of ship operator, and explain of the relevant rule of The Interpretation by 
comparing with international conventions, law, theories and judicial decisions, then  
discuss rights, obligationsand legal liability of ship operator. Base on theanalysis 
above, some suggestions are proposed. 
This thesis includes four chapters besides the preface and the conclusion. 
Chapter 1 retrospects the origin and development of ship operator. This chapter 
reviews the identifications of ship operators in major international conventions and 
maritime laws since ancient Rome, and includes the differences of rules and attitudes 
about ship operator of different international conventions in different countries. 
Chapter 2 analyzes the specific meaning of ship operator. This chapter concludes 
the laws and rules related or relevant to the ship operator since 1993 when Maritime 
Code was enacted, and includes the controversies in theory and judicial practice, then 
clearly explain relevant rules of The Interpretation and its possible improvements, at 
last, points out the possibility of unified identification of ship operator under different 
maritime systems and the differences between ship operator and other maritime 
subjects. 
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chapter would pay great attention to the rights of ship-operating which base on the 
important characteristic of ship operator that it “actually uses and controls the ship” 
and the relevant obligations and responsibilities. 
Chapter 4 proposes the suggestions to improve the system of ship operator, 
including making the unified norm of ship operator under different maritime systems 
and improving on the rules of ship registration, which would systematize the rules of 
ship operator and promote the practice and development of relevant maritime systems. 
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